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ACT 1 
 
Ballad by Emily Blair [ALL] 
 
 
Your love’s got me looking so crazy right now, from the right, from the left 
and in close-up. If you only knew all the things that flow through my mind 
while I’m dancing in a desolate industrial district with only a flaming car for 
warmth. Turn around! I’m trashing your bathroom, I’m startling a dove, I’m 
smiling at your image projected on a curtain. Near, far, wherever you are, 
I’m part of you indefinitely, flying over tall buildings in a helicopter. Cause I 
am your lady and you are no one, no one, no one can get in the way of uh 
oh, uh oh, uh oh. I’m in love, sweet love, surrounded by a thousand tea-
lights. I’m on a balcony in summer air; I’m fallin’ in and out of a convertible 
from some leftover teenage dream. I’ve got no shame instead I’ve got a 
model of the city and I’m burning it up, baby. There’s a ninja breaking 
crockery in my heart. Now I get, I get what I want — every now and then I 
get a little bit I-I-I-I — how do I get you alone? I had a vision of love and it 
was wearing a crown and dancing in circles under the stars, it was holding 
up traffic in both directions, it was leaning against a glass-block wall — And 
I can’t stop thinking about — do you believe in life after love? If so, how do 
I, how do I, how do I live? 
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Valentine’s Day, the Future by Emily Hockaday [ASHLEY] 
 
I imagine being hit by a bus: 
Peter Pan. In some scenarios I 
survive; in others I am unlucky. 
Tonight we will meet in a motel: 
We try to bring back to life 
our dehydrated desires. 
A skunk moves, without precision, 
around the dumpster outside the window. 
It is not sexy to imagine myself 
in a morgue, you identifying me,  
but it is what’s on my mind. 
What will my family say, when they 
finally meet you? Oh, of course; we 
should have known. 
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after a game of spades by Cynthia Manick [LACHRISHA] 

  

 it's as if 

  my wild hairs 

 are Braille 

 or wet 

  elephant grass 

  unbristled 

   we make sin 

   a good hymn 

 take turns 

  reading finger 

 twists and temple 

               fades 

 forget 

  coyote hour 

  every clock 

 is light- 

 headed 
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Street Name Unknown by Sarah Sala [ASHLEY] 
 
 

You had to be in another 
city for a drug deal  
and couldn’t be late.  
Red car idling in the street,  
you said I wish it could be different. 
Blocks from the rental house   
you unlocked the doors  
and forced me out. Streetlights  
spotty from the snow, the icy slush  
soaked through my cotton socks and formed  
a painful layer around the inside  
of my sneakers. In High school,  
we’d watch movies like Trainspotting,  
until just before the sun came up— 
your parents out all night 
cleaning the funeral home.   
Whenever my mother drove  
anywhere, she floored it  
the whole way. I grew up  
thinking love’s price  
was nerve.  
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there was mom.  by Linda Dolan [RAMSEY] 
 
 
her hands on the steering wheel, 
knuckles taut, glacial peaks. 
this was just how she’d drive.  
 
we were on the way. 
dad’s funeral. old providence. 
 
she said, well.     
i never thought i'd have him  
as long as we did. 
 
then, 
we got to every place on our list but one— 
  alaska, grand canyon, yellowstone, the cruise. 
the only place we didn’t get  
   was hawaii. 
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I Try to Imagine Them Smitten by Cynthia Manick [LACHRISHA] 
 
I've never seen my parents kiss 
or try to be the silver  
dollars in each other's pocket. 
 
In one photo they're on  
a green loveseat— the plastic 
cover looks sweaty to touch.   
Dad is standing to the side, afro- 
sheen bright as paint, mouth  
curved to sing something alive. 
My Mom is seated, brown legs  
crossed and bare.  
 
Clasping hands they hold close  
those disappearing things— 
slow dancing to Marvin's 
mercy mercy me  
a mumbling river 
a blue patchwork quilt its 
ends ragged to touch 
and a bowl of honey dew melon 
saved for midnight when  
the kids are asleep. 
 
Did they ever touch  
like bathwater on ankles  
or whisper thoughts so hot 
only the dust could hear? 
 
I try to imagine them smitten 
past the slammed doors 
past the obsidian quiet  
to side glances and half-speak, 
but maybe it only happened once  
in a South Carolina grove  
where only the moon could see. 
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evening by Marina Blitshteyn [ASHLEY] 
 
a loved evening loving a moon sliver over my lover's sleeping body 
a loved evening loving a moon sliver out the window in plain view 
a loved evening loving the moon sliver and the lover's little body 
a loved evening a beloved evening and a beloved and a moon 
a loved evening and a moon sliver and a silver light and a view 
a loved evening and a view of a moon sliver and a snoring lover 
a lover evening a snoring still evening with the sliver of a moon 
a beloved and a sliver a body and a figure a snoring sound  
a snoring sound and calm a resting place in a phrase a moon 
a moon and a man and a phase and a phrase and i are one 
a moon and a man and a dark and a bright and an eye are one 
a bright sliver and clouds and a view out the window a turn 
a slight turn of my head to see the sliver to hear the slumber 
the calm purr of a man the sound of him loving and evening 
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Speed by Emily Blair [LACHRISHA] 
 
Operating heavy machinery 
in your sleep is not recommended because  
dreams were invented long before brakes 
but here I am at the wheel again 
weaving around trucks and trees and 
baby carriages. What carried anyone this fast 
in prehistoric times, animal spirits? 
I jump a missing piece of freeway,  
screaming my head off because dreams were invented  
before mindfulness or calming inspirational sayings 
that compare life to a rainbow or a river 
and tonight I am Sandra Bullock 
clipping parked cars as I swerve through suburban streets 
which means you are bomb-expert Keanu Reeves 
who praises my crazy driving 
and never leaves no matter how bad things get, 
who couldn’t act even if he tried because 
he’s too real for that and 
deep down he knows that life is not a movie, 
it’s a wild dog whipping across a grassy plain, 
it’s a crazy dream  
where even when we’re both about to meet our doom 
at a hundred miles an hour 
you can still say 
Why don’t you just wait and see what happens? 
with such sincerity that  
if I keep my eyes on your face 
instead of on the road 
I can forget that the scenery  
is flashing by too fast to see 
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Rapture by Jason Schneiderman [RAMSEY] 
 
There’s a movie about a woman who can’t love God. 
It’s a terrible movie. Low budget. Poorly acted. 
It’s clumsy and obvious, but I used to watch it over and over 
because it had something I needed: a woman, who, 
visited by God, cannot love him. Her husband is dead, 
her daughter too, both murdered, not senselessly, 
but by a man they had tried to help, a man who took 
revenge for something that was his own fault. Life, 
in the movie, is a test. Life is a test, that in her suffering, 
she has passed, except that in having suffered, she has also 
failed, because now, she cannot love God, and she is refused,  
by her own honesty, from the Kingdom of heaven.  
What the movie says is that life is not a test.  
What the movie says is that even if life is designed  
to be a test, we cannot help but love our lives so much  
that they are everything, and we are right to love our lives  
in such a way that we could even refuse heaven, 
if it meant giving up on what we have here. It has been 
years since I watched that movie, and I think perhaps 
it’s because now, at the end of every day, I lie down 
next to you, and that as long as your arm holds me firm 
as I enter the country of sleep, I will never have to choose 
between you and heaven. And if I did have to choose, 
I might choose nothing, like that woman forever 
in purgatory, because in the middle of my life, I could not 
love a God who would let these things happen. I needed 
that story once; I’m telling it to you now,  
because I know I may need it again.  
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Love in the Time of Trump by Richard Prins [ASHLEY] 
 
I need her body marching next to mine 
in the free speech barricade. We shout 
Reject/this racist president on a frigid picket line. 
 
If we said “resent” we'd make it rhyme 
but picketers aren't poets, and there's no room for doubt 
with her body marching bold in front of mine. 
 
Another press conference cancelled, but I've got time 
on my hands (and maybe frostbite too). A block south 
of his tower, it's back and forth on the narrow picket line. 
 
I don't understand my placard: rescind or resign? 
but I grip it with numb fingers. It's twenty degrees out 
here, and now I fear her body fell behind; 
 
new bodies came between us. But everything's fine! 
She blows me a kiss, and the steam from her mouth 
makes me crack a flirty smile across this dreary picket line. 
 
Ever since he was elected, she's been crying. 
But if we love each other hard enough, our redoubt 
will be our bodies and how we put them on the line. 
I need her body marching next to mine. 
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The One by Emily Blair [RAMSEY] 
 
 
In the midst of dystopia, we shared a cigarette. You revealed your 
supernatural abilities: to send anything aloft using a rubber band, to ignore 
pop songs and unpleasant people, to make a masterpiece from a pile of parts. 
Also, your face. We set out on a long, long road trip through a devastated 
American landscape full of car troubles, android doubles, roommates, red 
states, slumlords, scare chords, flooded basements, cracked pavements, 
lattices of laser beams on every side, and explosions unfolding in slow 
motion like flowers. Now you hide your x-ray vision with eyeglasses and 
tons of stuff I thought had been thrown away in the hallway closet. Do you 
like my cyborg arm? I use it to slam doors. You simply dematerialize when 
you disagree. And so it took me almost twenty years to realize that you don’t 
enjoy the countryside. Sorry for all the camping trips. But I know you like to 
make a fire, even in the woods. And it’s wonderful how you move furniture 
with your mind—you’ve transformed our abandoned subway tunnel into a 
cloud palace, but this lamp should go right back on the street. You can 
illuminate this place with your hands, you pyro, the same way you light up 
my life. 
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Mating Ritual by Emily Hockaday [ASHLEY] 
 
 
On the subway home we talk about 
afterbirth. We discuss how 
many women opt for the extra stitch. 
I still want to do it. Later,  
drunk, I say, impregnate me. 
 
In the ocean depths, 
Anglerfish, like monsters, 
blind, attract mates and prey 
with bioluminescent lures. 
 
The J train emerges to cross  
the river. In the distance,  
every light along the bridge 
is a moment; the taillights beneath, 
your inexorable desires—kept  
a length away, but always moving. 
 
I will not be beautiful forever. 
Some would say I am not beautiful now. 
In the darkest part of me, 
I am prehistoric, 
I am animal, with a  
glowing apparatus 
I can decide to extend. 
 
 
 
 

END ACT 1 
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ACT 2 
 
The couple by Anna McDonald [RAMSEY] 
 
She loved everyone.  He loved only her.  He was tall and 
had been called a pencil and a toothpick and a drink of 
water and a blade of grass.  She was of medium height, 
and had not been called anything. 
 
Her mother lived at the edge of town -- a weaver with six 
looms.  His mother knew her mother. He loved his 
mother, but only before he met her. She loved her 
mother, but we know the extent of her love. 
  
At parties, people thought he was ok.  He often pulled out 
his pocketwatch.     She made irreverent toasts, like to the 
truth and its opposite.  People bubbled with 
laughter.  People asked her where she got her dress. 
 
He knew several complicated crochet stitches.  If he ever 
stepped out to the grocery and she was still sleeping, he 
would embroider an away note for her onto a white linen 
doily.  Back in fifteen minutes, it would read.  She would 
rarely wake in time to receive it, so he stuffed the unread 
notes into the sideboard.  No matter what, he sewed the 
note each time anew. 
 
They met in Dorset, but she would later say it had been 
Duxbury.  She would never realize that she had got it 
wrong.  He would realize and not say anything. He got to 
the point one winter where he would not even think 
anything.  The truth has changed, he thought to himself. 
 
One afternoon she had a baby.  She loved the baby, who 
was a boy.  But it was not much different from her love 
for quince paste.  Except that she had never known that 
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love could make one tired.  She called her mother about 
this.  In two weeks, a package came to the door.  It was a 
scarf, long as a reed snake, wide as a horse. 
 
He had a hard time loving his son, who came as a bit of a 
surprise.  He was a simple man, they would say after his 
death.  This had not been true.  The boy grew up and 
moved far away, abruptly.   
 
Eventually, she died.  He bought a home embalming kit, 
soaked the scarf from her mother for two weeks in 
bergamot oil, and wrapped her up, tightly.  Then he took 
all of the doilies that she never read and sewed them into 
a kind of flag, which he hung at half mast forever. 
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Wolf and Fox by Jason Schneiderman [LACHRISHA] 
 
Wolf loves Fox, which wolves don’t do. 
Wolf loves Fox, which makes all the other  
wolves hate him. All the wolves are named Wolf, 
which usually works fine, but now that Wolf 
loves Fox, they need a name to drive him  
from them. They call him Foxlovingwolf, 
and the wolves drive him from the forest 
with Fox, and Fox and Foxlovingwolf live  
in a field, which suits Fox just fine. At the end  
of their lives, Fox reveals that he was really a Wolf.  
Foxlovingwolf starts to cry, and says Why  
would you do that to me? I gave up everything  
for you and I didn’t have to? Foxbutreallywolf says  
It was the only way I could be sure of you.  
I had to know you would give everything up  
for me. 
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Till Death by Emily Brandt [ASHLEY] 
 
 
So what if I use my credit card  
to pick the dirt from my nails.   
 
And who doesn't think of Robert Pinsky  
when a Penske truck drives by.  
 
And it's really hard sometimes to go out. 
And it's really hard to stay inside.  
 
Today I went insane in the shower, shaved  
everything. I stood in the bathroom and cut off 
 
lots of hair. I'd rather sit in a parked car in a heat wave.  
Now guys, I have a husband. I never had that before.  
 
So now when I'm sitting in a hot car in a heat wave  
I have to consider how he might feel about this  
 
and he might be concerned.  
I don't want to be a husband's concern. 
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Cool Breeze by Paco Marquez [RAMSEY] 
 
 
I say, that which spoke the rose into being 

is here with me now. 
You say, cut the bull. 
 
I say, there have always been two Gods, 
 the artificial one, a psychological feature 
and the natural one of typhoons and stars. 
You say, Snoopy probably ponders that 
 when he lays on top of his dog house. 
 
I; there is no future, no past, no present, 

human decay is the unknown eating  
ripe bodies. And meditative, brilliant  

alertness is the sky snuggling on muddy soil, 
green balloons lifting rusted train wheels, 
rays of slow light children eaten… 
 
You hold my hand, look me in the eyes & 

say; the kitchen window is open 
and don’t forget we’re meeting Liz for dinner tonight.  
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Tanager Street by Sarah Sala [ASHLEY] 
 
 
Home after dark 
I listen for the electric  
pierce of the television, 
for her slipper shuffle. 
 
I wait to hear the tumble 
of clothes in the dryer, 
the kettle whistle 
from the stove. 
 
Not even a vacuum   
disturbs the silence;  
I am late and want  
to be forgiven.  
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In the Apartment, after You've Gone by Thomas March [RAMSEY] 
 
The clocks have started keeping lazy time. 
The dust is slow to settle—and the air 
is thick with smells I'd never known were there 
when you were here. But now you're not. And I'm 
 
left counting every leaky-faucet drop— 
when I can’t sleep—I press my favorite shirts 
of yours, with starch, and pose them, hollow flirts 
across the backs of chairs, as if a crop 
 
of half-formed, ghostly hints of you might keep. 
But each one wilts into a silent heap, 
as heavy wishes will incline to fail. 
Now dust will settle, and the faucet drip, 
and I will stack and sort through all your mail 
until you’ve come home from your business trip. 
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petals by Marina Blitshteyn [LACHRISHA] 
 
i'm looking you straight 
in the face and asking 
if this is really 
 
i'm looking you straight 
in the eyes and thinking 
about how i want to 
 
i'm looking you over 
from head to toe asking 
myself about your 
 
i'm imagining myself 
looking at you while 
you're looking at 
 
i'm looking at you 
seriously this time 
wondering when you'll 
 
i'm wondering when you're 
going to or if you 
i'm looking you up 
 
and down and meeting you 
i'm meeting you half 
way and asking you if 
 
i want to know if you 
and if then when and how 
and how often will 
 
and how much is too 
and if not now when 
and if not at all then why 
 
and how come you look 
away when i   
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Whatever Gets You Through the Night by Richard Prins [RAMSEY] 
 
It feels good to be over you 
but not as good as under you, 
your weight the kind of burden to set me free 
 
When you were my lover, you 
really made me wonder, do 
I want anything more than misery 
 
I'm looking at the ocean, and 
the waves collapse into the sand. 
They've come so far. They're just as tired as me. 
 
Their hairs are white and tangled, like 
a sky with one too many kites. 
We can't escape each other, don't you see? 
 
I'm sipping whiskey on the beach. 
Cops roll through and ticket me. 
But officer, can't you dig this melody? 
 
It's kind of slow, it's kind of trite, 
but if it gets you through the night 
(says the man in blue) it's just alright with me 
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let go. 2014. by Linda Dolan [LACHRISHA] 
 
 
there is a picture of me, a little girl, wearing 
a bikini with pinks and greens and yellows 
standing calf-deep in the waves 
arms stretched to either side—facing away, out to sea. 
 
* 
 
when they told me they thought i should consider 
a cardiac defibrillator, i didn’t answer my texts or calls 
for a month and i didn’t tell anyone but chris.  
if dad was alive, i would have called him  
and he would have talked to doctors and doctors  
that very night. 
 
i didn’t want to tell  
         anyone. 
i wanted to choose in some part 
myself.       how could i tell them 
i might keel over dead,  
   then not get the device? 
 
* 
 
how to weigh the risks: some possible 
sudden death, some one to three percent  
annual chance.  
  some possible bevy: 
these surgeries, these surgeries, these risks. 
 
* 
 
at the beach, sissy listened, said,  
you know what dad would say: 
 get the damn thing! 
 or don’t!      i’ll come see you at oakey’s. (the funeral home.) 
or: 
 do whatever you want. 
 if it were me and my body  
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  i’d get the damn thing. 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
i was mad that everyone asked about kids.  
that the question of my body  
and its safety lay inseparable from the children 
i may, or more likely, may not carry. that my life 
with a potential future child-womb 
became instantly more valuable. 
 
what would i have wanted? what can you expect? 
a pregnant body is a body in duress. 
a woman dropping dead at home alone 
is categorically different than a woman 
dropping dead at home alone with an infant. 
a pregnant heart is a heart at higher risk. 
 
chris did not devalue my body 
and yet he did. 
and most everyone who loved me    loved the same. 
 
chris said, 
 it doesn’t change it for me. 
but i cannot tell you what you’re wanting to hear. 
 i can’t say i wouldn’t be more worried. 
 
* 
 
i stood in the waves 
and it felt like my arms were raised wide. 
i wanted to go parasailing but no one would go with me 
and everyone said it wasn’t that cool anyway. 
i wanted to sail. i wanted yoga. i wanted to run and feel my body 
pushed against some limit, some sweat.  
 
i couldn’t blame the others for not separating the question. 
but i could.        i could separate myself out. 
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years of sitting on the couch. all this grief. 
the ocean, the waves. 
 
risk infection, risk the surgery, risk malfunction, risk the shocks. 
the ocean, the waves.   
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Intensive Care by Christina Quintana [ASHLEY] 
 
I remember in mass when  
they would pray for the sick,  
only I didn't have any sick then, so I didn't know,  
I didn't understand, not really.  
And I would bow my head with respect  
because that's what good Catholic girls do.  
 
Today I am a woman,  
though I use the term loosely,  
and it doesn't always feel like it fits,  
but I wear it with reverence  
for all the women whose shoulders I stand on,  
because I do.  
 
And my mother tells me  
I never wanted to wear a dress,  
as far back as she can remember,  
and how she probably always knew,  
and I know that 5 years ago we fought  
out loud at the Piccadilly  
because you didn't understand me,  
but today you said, 
I’m so glad you're marrying her,  
and for the longest time  
that's all I ever wanted to hear.  
But I never imagined I would hear it  
in short gasps I would have to lean in for;  
so quiet among the whir of hospital machines.  
 
And Trump blathers from the waiting room  
while New York waits and hopes and prays  
that it will go some other way, but  
Mom says we've already got our miracle for the year  
and when she goes, she wants a priest.  
Because I guess we all revert back to what we were,  
even though the Catholics said "no" in Jamaica  
and it was a Methodist family who took them in.  
 
But she got to 161st and Fort Wash, anyway,  
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where she watched from her window,  
that cute Cuban boy who walked  
down that sidewalk and through time  
to become her husband, to share her life for 50 years,  
to hold her hand in the ICU.  
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On Loan by Sanjana Nair [RAMSEY] 
 
 
This life is not for me. 
I have slipped into the cracks of hearts, 
burst into the wide atriums of others’. 
But none has held me  
like the early morning light. 
Some of us are just no good at this, 
and no bewitching will remove that.   
Perhaps next time  
space will be no issue. 
Perhaps next time, 
I will be found. 
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Universe Expanding Faster than Previously Thought, Telescope Finds by 
Emily Hockaday [LACHRISHA] 
 
 
Maybe I am fascinated by space 
because I wish I could fill it  
with my one small body.  Back when 
we used to argue over bottles of 
red wine and jump in the pool 
whenever we wanted, I didn’t think 
about the Solar System and how it worked and where 
it lay in the Milky Way. Or where the Milky Way 
lay in the Universe. I only wanted 
to both feel and not feel. There were drugs 
for both. There was whiskey, there was 
wine. There wasn’t room for the Universe; 
there wasn’t really room for you. When 
we had sex, I may have only been 
having sex with myself. I sat  
in the garden after on the stone wall with my finger  
held out toward the toad that lived there like 
it knew what I intended, like we intuited 
the same language. I could feel you watching 
from the screened window above. Let’s not  
repeat our mistakes again and again, we said,  
but we did anyway. Now I know which spiral 
we lie in. Which arm of the galaxy our average 
sized Sun occupies. I know the parts that are hot 
and cold. I’ve learned how to feel and not feel on my own. 
 


